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Gills
(The Astronaut Sons, Strangled by their Fathers in Preparation)
Bart Comegys

i. The Ausable River, 2010

There have been times lately
when I’ve imagined drowning,
and where it would happen best,
all the places the old men in my life
tried to teach me to swim. But

it never worked, never took, and instead 
all I could imagine was swallowing an ocean, all the waters that connect to

one another,
swallowing salt and sea life: pods, schools, every variety of  deadly unloving 

jellyfish, the skeletons of  sailors trailing seaweed after them in death, 
coral clumps, the fooling lures of  angler fish. 

All this I imagined within me, replacing the air in my feeble lungs; 
I imagined it surrounding me as my father and grandfather, stoutest limbs 

on my family tree,
led me out too deep and pulled me under into the blackgreen where I knew 

I would die;

and it remained behind as I crashed upward and
crawled back choking upon the ashen beach, coughing 
and spluttering like the first ancient unfish
that birthed my oldest ancestor.
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ii. Tawasentha Park, 1998

On blinding concrete around the public pool
there are children running, defying signs, the 
warning cries of  adults: parents, lifeguards, coaches;
none wish for the fall that will break
their innocents open. I am among these innocent 
halfpeople, waddling in bare feet at the edge
of  bright, clear blue. I am eight, it is summer,
and my parents leave me here, pay for me to fall
into cold and wet, hoping I will discover some new
affinity for the dark and thudding play on my eardrums,
the scent turned solid below the surface pressing up
into my nose (burning chlorine in the nose and eyes;
this is how you learn).

But I have not yet fallen, and I stare into blue,
avoiding the eyes that will look at my dry skin and 
see the truth it betrays, the essential cowardice,
when there come slapping footfalls on the concrete
and a thin pale hand waving in my face—a boy 
from my class that year named Rice. He is red hair
over a white potbelly in swim trunks, 
pleased to see me in this new place where we learn, 
a new chance to prove himself  above me, and as
he will later skirt the surface with his clumsy
but confident strokes, I know I will be floating
stuck in glass or any other liquid moving so slowly
it will trap–display–any living thing within it.
I see him in the future, above me as I don’t even 
struggle, filling up at the bottom; he will be pleased
with his next and greatest success—survival
turned into simple tiered academia.

But the swim school hasn’t started yet,
and he just smiles as I blink and stare in the 
stupid June light. He slaps my hand for the summer
and jumps into the water. I don’t follow 
like he thought I would.
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iii. Fern Lake, 1992

Vision ringed by trees—
towering, scraping pines!—
I am in the wet embrace of
the water I love:

light and easy, shallow
but enough to hold
me, make me as light
and easy as—

the sandy bottom sometimes
scrapes my knees;
swimcrawling through
watery wet lake—

makes me as light and
easy as the mistake 
or accident, malfunction
of  body mechanic, and

I am choking coughing
not above or below but
breathing in the thin surface—
the trees. My parents, leaning over.
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iv. Altamont, 1999

On the floor again of  the old kitchen
after another summer spent thrashing
for nothing in public pools under the
strained patience of  paid instructors,
my father has me waiting for his plan.

Stripped to swim trunks
indoors, I stand crossing my arms and shiver
at the thought of  my body suspended,
newly eternal in the timeless cold and dark,
never needing to draw breath again.
The cold tap is running
and my father stands at the sink;
the refusal to admit
defeat has hardened him,
stiffened the limbs supporting his weight
against the cracking countertop.

The tap stops and on the linoleum below
he places a cooler, deep and blue, filled 
with clean cold water. My face has learned 
to reject the wet and now as we kneel there
my father promises to fix me. He holds
me under and I pray for gills. 
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Walls
A Vignette by C.W. Accardo

The edge of  the horizon and sky came up just short against the cement 
blast walls. Above them, the sky was clear and blue, and there were faint 
parallel lines etched across it from where the fighters had once screamed 
and broken the air and ground. From where he was, walking down the 
street, Nick could see the sky above and the chattering women in the street, 
making their way between the blast walls. They moved slowly, and their 
burkhas waved in trails of  cloth movement behind them. Their faces were 
covered, and he could only hear their voices.

On either side of  the street, over the walls, there was the hum of  
the market and the cries of  the vendors, but it all came disembodied and 
echoed off  the blank-slabbed and graffiti faced walls. Nick could not read 
the graffiti, but he saw the anger he could not read clearly in the bleeding-
ink boldness of  the curving letters. Nick, walking between the blast walls, 
looked at them from out beneath his low-pulled helmet and behind his 
sunglasses. 
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Windmills
Jemma Braham

Dust makes its way through window screens
and onto carrot top fields.
Black cherry trees and apple harvests
gone to waste.
Cusses and curses
dialected in sotto-voce
complain over the heat
alongside the burning stove
that boils and curdles the only grains that come over us.
“Don’t expect it to get better,” she told him,
“if  all you leave our luck to is tapings of  the Lotto Jackpot.”
Steam seeps into her cotton apron of  paisley, purple 
lupins and forget-me-nots,
while fingers tap accordingly.
The smell and sounds of  burning 
fuel pass by, through the hours
usually filled by the gasps of
optimism that left with the season’s good fortune.
Gas station attendants 
populate Midwestern towns of
passersby and Sunday pie winners.
Dirtied up boots 
make their marks on lonely Sundays.
Days when the harvests remain down
and the pies
have even more time to cool. 
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Found Drowned
Sarah J. Singer

The body was a sad kind of  bloated, because he could tell it had once 
been lovely. But the grey and the stringy hair and the grime of  the river 
overtook sweet lips, fine bone structure, gentle curves. Blake stared into her 
clouded eyes and drifted with her upon the polluted river. A camera flashed 
and whined, static voices chattered, a sheet was draped over clammy flesh.

“Damned shame,” his partner, Joey, muttered, surveying the sheeted 
form.

Blake made a noncommittal sound and shoved his hands in his pockets.
“It ain’t a case, though.”
“Never is.” Turning away from the river, Blake faced into the cold 

night’s wind which caught his hair and snaked under his collar.
“Shit, I recognize her,” Hawkins said behind him, bewildered.
Hawkins’ partner, Dorsey, tugged the sheet back over the pale face. 

“You would,” she sneered.
“Brought her in once for solicitation,” Hawkins shot back with a glare.
“Like I said, it ain’t a case.”
Blake glanced at Joey, then ducked his chin again against the cold. 

“Three suicides in two months. All prostitutes.”
Joey nodded thoughtfully. “All drowned,” he added. “I did some read-

ing about it. You know it used to happen in Victorian London pretty often? 
People painted it and shit.”

“Joey?”
“Blake?”
“I’m going home.”

Home was quiet when he arrived. Home was always quiet, though. 
Quiet since his wife left, quieter since his dog died. He thought he still had 
her collar somewhere—the dog’s, of  course, not his wife’s. There were no 
messages on his answering machine, but then, there never were. Everyone 
used cell phones these days. The fridge was empty, save a half  carton of  
spoiled milk. He drained it down the sink and called for delivery pizza on 
his cell.

He stepped into place beside the coffee table, positioning his feet just 
so, like a diver on a board. His hands found his pockets and he stared. He 
stared at the sea of  files, and blank eyes stared back at him.

Three prostitutes, two months, one river. 
Others saw static, he saw a pattern.
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“Look, I’m not trying to be insensitive—”
“But you just can’t help yourself.”  
Dorsey rolled her eyes at Hawkins. She was a tough kind of  cop, with 

confidence and muscle power and a city girl’s attitude, and there was a 
sort of  ease about her, as if  she had stumbled upon these attributes and 
thought, why not? “I’m just saying, this is New York City. A couple hookers 
floating down the Hudson is kinda to be expected.” 

“I wouldn’t call them hookers,” Joey said diplomatically.
“Oh yeah Richards? And what would you call em?”
“Well, technically they were high-priced escorts.”  
“Well, excuse me,” Dorsey replied with a sneer. “I’ll try to be more PC 

in future. Will that make you happy, rookie?” 
“I just think it speaks to the nature of  the incidents.”
“What the fuck is this? ‘Nature of  the incidents.’ I seem to recall a 

certain pretty boy cop saying last night that it ain’t a case.” Hawkins slapped 
a file against Joey’s chest. “Go do some desk work.”

“He’s just sticking up for his partner’s crazy theories,” Dorsey mocked, 
propping her feet up on her desk.

“Yeah. Dog begging for a bone.” Hawkins swept the air behind Joey, 
bullying the way he always did, but there was a protective air to it. Cops 
were family. “Go fetch master, doggie. Go on.”

Joey rolled his eyes and walked away, leaving Hawkins and Dorsey to 
their laughter.

He watched it happen. He watched Joey come near. He looked down, 
nodded at the linoleum, sipped his coffee towards the floor. He watched 
Joey’s legs settle against the counter’s panel siding, listened to papers rustle 
as Joey flipped through a case file. Another sip of  coffee. Joey cleared his 
throat. 

“You want the Memphis case?”
More coffee.
“Sergeant said it was ours if  we wanted it. Could be interesting. 

’Course, it could be a waste of  time.”
He rolled one shoulder.
“I’ll tell him we’re on it.”   
The Memphis case was not interesting. It was a waste of  time. It was 

a distraction from the case that wasn’t—as he had known it would be. He 
paced. He paced until his feet grew tired, and the carpeting breathed a sigh 
of  relief  when he finally retired to the couch. He stared at dead eyes. 

There were no messages on his machine and the remainder of  last 
night’s pizza had gone stale. He had forgotten to put it in the fridge. He
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could feel their eyes on him as he threw sauce and cheese and crust in the 
garbage can. He flicked on the television. Cop dramas. He was drowning in 
cop dramas. He turned the television off  quickly. He paced again.

Their eyes were on him as he showered, as he brushed his teeth, as he 
climbed into bed and wondered where he had left his old dog’s collar. Their 
eyes were on him as his eyes closed, and they watched him in his dreams.

He drank two cups of  coffee at his desk as Joey did paperwork nearby. 
Joey hated paperwork. He could tell by the way his partner shuffled the pa-
pers, the fervor with which he wrote, the agitated sighs, the fingers tugging 
through his hair until it stood up at odd angles. At length, the phone rang, 
and Joey snatched it up. 

“Richards. Yeah. Uh, yes. Yes. What? There is? No, bring her up.” Joey 
hung up the phone. “Blake.”

He looked up.
“We got a witness to the latest suicide.”

The girl sat in interrogation, pale hands clenched around the coffee 
mug Joey had brought her. She had a ring on one finger with a little purple 
heart, and she let go of  the mug every so often to twist the ring around and 
around. Her eyes were wide and watery, glancing furtively around through a 
veil of  straight brown hair. She wore a blue cardigan that looked very much 
like the linoleum tiles in the station’s kitchen.

He stared at the cardigan.
“Ma’am, where were you when you witnessed the suicide?” Joey asked 

in the soft tones one would use with a wounded animal. He had told Blake 
once that he rode horses back home in…where was it again? Montana? 
North Dakota? Somewhere with horses. 

Joey had a way with horses, and he had a way with frightened women.
“I...I mean, where do you think? I was driving along the George and…

well, it was late, and I saw this girl…this woman, I guess. She looked like a 
ghost. I saw her jump.”

“Ma’am, why didn’t you report this?” Joey pressed gently.
The girl began to weep. “I was…well, I had been drinking…just a 

little…and I was upset because my boyfriend, well he—never mind. I 
was upset is all, and it was so late and she really did look like a ghost. I 
thought….” Her voice faded into a whisper as she finished, “I hoped maybe 
I’d made it up.”

“But then you saw the news reports about the victim and you realized 
you hadn’t,” Joey concluded for her. He pressed his palms down onto the
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table in a gesture of  finality and glanced up at Blake.
He kept his arms crossed and shrugged one shoulder.

“And you’re sure this was the woman you saw?” Joey pointed at the 
picture they had managed to obtain of  Michelle Holliday, the latest suicide. 

“Yes. Yes, I’m certain.”
There was a silence that Joey tolerated stoically as the girl shifted in her 

seat and twisted her ring, and finally Blake said, “You saw her jump.”
“I did, yes.”
“There was no one else with her?”
“No.” The girl snuffled. “Why? Should there have been?”
He stared at the cardigan which was an extension of  the kitchen floors 

which were the same as the pale dead eyes at which he stared each night. 
“No. Thank you for your time.”

She left. They stayed. They were silent again, for a long while, Joey with 
his hands folded before him on the table, Blake staring past him at Michelle 
Holliday. At her broad smile, at the arc of  her brow that held secrets he 
would never learn, at her all too lively eyes. She had beautiful, green eyes. 
They stayed silent while the witness’s coffee turned cold, while the phones 
rang and the casework piled up. They stayed silent while Dorsey walked 
past the room and gave them an odd look, while Hawkins shrugged his 
shoulders at them and told her to pay them no mind. And then Joey sighed 
audibly.   

“Like I said,” he murmured, “it ain’t a case.” He reached forward and 
flipped the photograph face down on the table. He stood. He glanced over 
his shoulder at Blake. “You coming?”

“Where?”
“The Hall case, remember?”
“Right.”
“So. Are you?”
“I’ll be right there.”
Joey left, and the photograph drifted an inch across the table in the 

breeze of  his departure. 
Blake took a step forward. His feet felt like lead. Another step. His legs 

were gelatinous. Another. Pins and needles pricked his toes. Another. His 
fingers curled around the photo paper, creasing its edges. Wind rushed in 
his ears. Slowly, his movements like glaciers or erosion or like the turn of  
the earth, he turned the photograph over. Dead, clouded eyes stared back at 
him.  
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Mariella grinned with secret pride—the sort a rebel must feel, to 
know of  a bomb well planted—when, at 12:01 am, the state of  Texas 
executed her son.

-J.R. DeLara
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The Dog
Joyce Wu

They squeezed around the dinner table, hearts weak from the promise 
of  food. Outside, the wind pushed through the balding trees, an unsettling 
threat of  the winter to come. Inside, a lone light bulb hanging from the 
center of  the kitchen swung lightly, casting an unflattering shadow into their 
hollowing cheeks.

Thomas doled out large portions of  soup with a tired smile. He ges-
tured at the bowls, “While it’s hot!”

Laura was the first to dig in. Her small pointed elbows could barely 
reach the tabletop so she sat up on her knees to maximize her eating poten-
tial. “Papa! Papa, this is so good!”

They all began to eat timidly. Roseanne shifted in her chair which 
screeched against the floor. “I’m glad you’re enjoying it.”

Their spoons scraped the bowls, their motions increasing in intensity as 
the hot soup settled in their empty stomachs and they gave into their bod-
ies’ desperate call for nutrition and salt and heat and meat. 

“No, really! Is this chicken, Ma? I thought you said we can’t have 
chicken for a while.”

No one answered, heads bent low, eyes boring into the bottom of  the 
bowls.

“Is it over then? Can you make the chicken with that white sauce?”
Still, no one looked up. No one reached for more. 
Laura chattered on. “You know which one I’m talking about?” she 

asked as she clambered over the table to the pot, still mostly full, still steam-
ing. “Not the one where you bake it. Ma, do you know?”

“I know.”
“We can give the bones to Connor too! Where is he?”
“Slow down, you’ll get a belly ache.” 
“I know, Ma. Where’s Connor? We can give him the bones,” she said 

with broth dripping down her chin, peering into the pot. 
“Laura, use a napkin.”
She paused. “Where’s the dog?” It dawned on her how quiet the house 

was. She turned around, spoon still in hand. Her face was white and without 
expression. Glancing from the pot to her mother, she repeated quietly, des-
perately, “Where’s the dog?”  
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I’m Selling The Furniture
Evan Johnson

I’ve been keeping my keys and wallet in a drawer to keep myself  from 
leaving. I don’t take elevators and I only watch the Weather Channel. Fall’s 
coming and I still smell you on your sweaters. Sometimes your mother 
brings me soup, cuts my hair, puts things in boxes and tells me to visit her 
in Teaneck, but I’m content sitting on the bathroom floor with my hands 
shaking or watching the cold East River roll by my window.
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France in Numbers
Emmy Schwartz

1. Anchovies pale and slim in a blue glazed bowl. A high voice, nudging 

and insistent, discusses the death of  Michael Jackson in French. My 

roommate looks at me and nudges the fish with her fork. She starts to 

say something in English but is halted by a firm, “en francais, seulement 

en francais!” I try to translate for her but our host shakes her head and 

I shrug instead. I taste slippery salt on my tongue. When she asks us if  

we like Michael Jackson we both say, “Oui.”

2. Glacé heaped high in glistening balls isolated by a thick glass case. I 

ask for une boule and lick, shivering, walking in my twenty euro dress 

next to yachts the size of  my house. There is a flag on one that I don’t 

recognize. Next to me is a seven-foot-tall pirate statue who stares out at 

the blue waves but looks at me like he wants my ice cream.

3. Bitter coffee tastes like dark chocolate and ash on a hot day. The sun 

tickles my bare skin and I sip to stay awake. I am in a class with half  

Europeans and half  Americans, half  understanding, near-fluent and 

half  dazed, uncomprehending. I run sentences in my mind before I say 

them and push myself  to rethink the letter “r.”
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4. Rose wine shines with warm petal light on a cafe table. We wait half  an 

hour for a waiter before we realize one isn’t coming, that we have to 

transport ourselves inside and wade through a sea of  peering eyes to 

a counter to pay. It is a small consolation that the wine is cheaper than 

the water.

5. A baguette with thon and olives spiced with sand that crunches be-

tween my teeth. We lie shivering in bikinis on a beach whipped with 

wind. Wanting to lay, to breathe, to cross and recross the line between 

sleeping and waking, we try in vain to feel the sun through the wind. 

Windsurfers, planche a voile, scissor back and forth across choppy gray 

sea. Days later we kayak but do not stand.

6. An old man spreads crepe batter on a sizzling stove next to the store 

with the absinthe and lavender honey. We saunter around him in 

clusters, too loud and still speaking too much English. I salivate as he 

spreads Nutella thick on the crepe and take an oozing bite. The next 

in line asks for a “crape.” “Non,” he says. “Crep.” “Oui,” says the boy. 

“Crape.” “Non,” says the old man. “Crep.”
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Mad DNA Splicer Strikes Again: Creates World’s First Sheep Woman
Haley Davis

In the sheep pasture, I saw brown in a cloud of  white 
a creature with the delicate face of  a young woman
haphazardly attached to the body of  a sheep
standing alone on the outskirts of  the herd 
turning to face me, soft eyes seeking me as kin
I wave but she does not wave back.

A man exits the neighboring home
walking toward my half  sister, he glances at me,
on the outskirts of  the field, kept behind the fence
he slips a rope around her slender neck that curves into wool
her brown hair shining against the thick white
he leads her inside to warm his sheets 
and I walk away.
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The Incident
Amelia Blevins

After sitting in the waiting room for over an hour and a half, Jules 
wanted to strangle the nurses, who stood in a clump around their station, 
clucking to each other and casting him wary and curious glances every few 
minutes. They were all a bunch of  gossipy busybodies and Jules shot them 
snide glares whenever he could work up the effort. Twenty minutes before, 
when the shifts had changed, a new cadre had taken turns sifting through 
charts. Their eyes stuttered and stopped on one in particular – white male, 
23 years old, admitted with superficial injuries brought on by mental illness. 
Then they would light up in recognition at the notes from Dr. Maddie 
Lane, ticking off  the symptoms: delusions of  grandeur, paranoia, impulsive 
actions, violence, irrational thought. Schizophrenia. Finally their curious 
eyes would land on Jules, running through all the possibilities: father, uncle, 
much older brother? How was he related to the crazy boy down the hall? It 
was positively infuriating. In a hospital full of  ailing people, he would have 
thought they’d have something more productive to do.

When another twenty minutes passed, and Jules remained a pattern in 
the wallpaper, he stood and began to pace. Placing one foot in front of  the 
other led him from a moldering armchair with dubious stains along one 
side to a television set screwed into the ceiling and dangling precariously in 
a metal sling. After one turn about the room, he realized he must look des-
perate, which would do nothing to stop the stares. He slumped back down 
into the sofa cushions and took up a magazine from last autumn, pretend-
ing to read. The words ran together and all Jules could see was the page, 
vaguely yellowish like the whites of  Kieran’s eyes as he’d held the knife to 
Jules’s throat mere hours ago. It felt like years.

***

Two years earlier, when Jules first met Kieran, all he’d seen was yet an-
other disinterested student sitting at the back of  his class, praying not to be 
called on. He didn’t let it bother him; Jules was more apt to simply ignore 
those sorts during discussion and quietly rip them apart via red pen in the 
comfort of  his office. After a week’s worth of  classes, though, something 
stood out in what Jules mentally deemed the “lackadaisical student” routine. 
Kieran alternately slumped forward to pore over the text and sat ramrod 
straight in his seat, staring intently at Jules. His gaze was more than a little 
disconcerting for someone whose interest in the course was little more than 
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perfunctory.
A particularly dreadful batch of  essays on Joyce’s Dubliners had put 

Jules in a foul mood, and upon reading Kieran’s garbled paragraphs he was 
tempted to email him for a private conference. Jules hadn’t had to do that, 
however, because the next day Kieran hung back in class, staring at his feet 
like a recalcitrant child until Jules cleared his throat. The boy’s head had im-
mediately whipped up, as if  startled by the sudden noise, and Jules was once 
more met by startlingly wide eyes that stared at him with trepidation.

“Can I help you with something, Mr. Landis?” Jules asked, half-expect-
ing him to flee the room.

“Oh, yes! Yes, well…” Kieran stuttered, letting his gaze wander to the 
white board over Jules’s shoulder. He seemed to lose his train of  thought, 
mouth moving rapidly in silent syllables. It was a habit Jules would come to 
know intimately months down the road, to both his frustration and fascina-
tion. He cleared his throat again and the boy actually jumped. “Right, yes. 
I wanted to apologize for my essay, Professor Whit. It was awful to read, I 
imagine.”

Jules’s eyebrows shot up in surprise to hear a student admit so fully to 
poor quality work and idly nodded his head in agreement before realizing 
it would not be best form to embarrass a student to his face. “What makes 
you say that?” he asked instead.

“Well, it was awful to write. I had no idea what I was going on about – 
so I thought you might, you know, realize that.”

Jules held back a smile at the blunt honesty and looked closer at the 
young man standing before him looking quite mournful. Perhaps he had 
been too quick to place him in among the lackadaisicals. “Why don’t we 
discuss it in my office?” he asked, and gestured out the door, where Kieran 
stumbled like a lamb to slaughter.

After that first encounter, Jules had sent Kieran on his way with some 
relatively standard advice for revision. Yet he found himself  seeing the boy 
everywhere. In class, it was a given that he would run into him, and even 
in the hallways in the humanities faculty building it was no surprise to see 
him sitting in the lobby or hovering outside a professor’s office door. But he 
found himself  seeing Kieran at the oddest of  moments: among the wait-
ing crowds at the lightrail station or reflected in the glass when he ordered 
a sandwich at the Jewish deli two blocks from the university proper. He 
thought at first that it was merely a coincidence. There was that common 
notion that once one noticed a person, one saw him everywhere. And each 
time Jules caught a glance of  Kieran, he was gone before he could properly 
turn to greet him.
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Jules only knew that his eyes weren’t playing tricks on him when he 
entered the corner coffee shop one snowy morning and saw Kieran splayed 
across a wing chair in the back with a book in one hand and a large mug 
in the other. He seemed to be struggling to balance the book between his 
fingers while sipping his drink at the same time. Twice within the span 
of  thirty seconds he almost sent both toppling to the floor. Each time he 
would turn his head from side to side with darting eyes, hoping that no one 
had paid him any mind.

Jules took up a small table at the other end of  the shop and pulled a 
stack of  ungraded papers from his bag to be marked. After a few moments 
of  relative silence the sound of  broken china turned every patron’s head in 
Kieran’s direction. Jules looked up in time to see the young man gingerly 
picking up wet shards of  coffee mug as an employee bustled over with a 
broom and dust pan.

“I’m sorry,” Jules could hear him mumbling to the clerk, a girl he 
vaguely recognized as having taken his Shakespeare course last semester. 
She had always seemed timid, and now she looked positively wary as Kieran 
knelt down next to her and made a further mess of  the floor. She gently 
pushed him aside and he watched her sweep up the broken mug in one 
swift motion.

Kieran gathered his book and his messenger bag and watched her walk 
back behind to the front of  the shop and behind the counter. He then 
stumbled away from the scene of  the crime, glancing back over his shoulder 
at his abandoned chair, as if  he’d forgotten something.  Before Jules could 
say anything, the boy was bumping into his own small table and barely miss-
ing sending his coffee and papers to the floor in a wet heap.

“Oh, sorry professor,” Kieran said. “I didn’t see you there.”
Jules nodded hello and waved slightly in hopes that the boy would con-

tinue on his way, off  somewhere with open spaces where he would not be 
the bull in the china (or rather, coffee) shop. Instead, though, he sat down 
in the empty chair across from Jules.

“You didn’t happen to miss that big scene I just caused, did you?” 
he asked, a smile tugging at his lips in a way that Jules would later come 
to think of  as his “egging you on” smile, a self-indulgent expression that 
infuriated Jules as often as it endeared Kieran to him. Jules found himself  
allowing a small smile of  his own.

“I’m afraid I did see it,” Jules said, and before he could stop himself  
he asked, “Would you like something else to drink?” That was the moment, 
Jules thought, that he first threw caution to the wind. He’d never offered to 
buy a student coffee before; in fact, it was absurd and inappropriate and by 
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the look on Kieran’s face he thought so, too.
“Really?” That damned mouth quirked again, looking almost trium-

phant. “If  you’re offering, then sure. I’ll have what you’re having.”
“You can get whatever you like.” Jules was partial to an Americano. He 

liked the bitter jolt of  caffeine, but it wasn’t likely that Kieran would choose 
it over one of  the sugary, milk-sodden drinks most of  the students were 
partial to. “I’m sure you don’t want an – ”

“Americano? No, I like them alright.”
And that moment, so close to the other groundbreaking one, was 

when Jules should have stopped and stood and left that coffee shop. He 
would later find out that the reason Kieran knew he drank Americanos was 
because he’d spent the last week practically haunting Jules’s footsteps, from 
campus to the coffee shop and even on the light rail a few times. The oddity 
hadn’t been Jules’s imagination, and he would soon discover that when it 
came to Kieran, the only person’s imagination that was at play was his own, 
and it was often less than innocent. It would go far beyond dogging Jules’s 
commute with paranoid abandon and eventually to Saint Sebastian Memo-
rial Hospital where Jules found himself  countless times.

***

Jules blinked slowly, thinking he had imagined hearing a voice. For a 
moment he thought he was back in his office, waiting for Kieran to knock 
on his door. Every Monday, Wednesday and Friday of  that semester Kieran 
would come by his office at four o’clock on the dot and wait for him to 
finish up his markings before getting on the train home. At the rate this 
evening was going, tomorrow – Monday – would not be met with their 
usual routine.

“Sir?”
There was the voice again, but it was not Kieran. Instead, Jules’s eyes 

twitched up to see a tidy, round nurse standing over him and wearing a 
sympathetic smile.

“You’re here to see Kieran Landis, correct?”
Jules sat up straighter and tossed the magazine aside, where it crumpled 

in a dejected heap. “Yes, that’s correct.”
She stared down at him, bouncing nervously from one foot to the 

other. “Well, the thing is,” she began, looking far too eager for working the 
graveyard shift. “He’s barely lucid and we’re only allowing immediate family 
in at the moment.”

Jules knew what was coming. No matter how many times Kieran landed 
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himself  in a hospital or doctor’s office, Jules’s presence would always be 
called into question.

The first time had happened not long after the encounter at the coffee 
shop. Kieran had come to Jules’s office to discuss yet another incompre-
hensible paper. He had sat down on the other side of  the desk and began 
shuffling through papers in his backpack, when suddenly he’d froze and 
began muttering quickly under his breath. Jules couldn’t make out any of  
the words, but when he asked Kieran what was wrong, the boy ignored him. 
Though he had been tempted to call someone to help the boy – perhaps 
the health center was still open – Jules hadn’t wanted to embarrass the boy. 
He’d walked around his desk and put a hand on Kieran’s shoulder. Im-
mediately, he shot up out of  his chair, wide-eyed as he lost his balance and 
toppled backwards onto the floor at the base of  a bookshelf. Jules stood, 
shocked, and before he could prompt himself  into action, a few heavy 
tomes had fallen from a precarious stack to collide with Kieran’s head.

He’d only needed a few stitches and at the time Jules had not needed to 
fumble or lie about his relationship to the boy. He was Kieran’s professor 
– no more and no less. The next time hadn’t been so simple, nor the time 
after that, when Jules finally learned the nature of  Kieran’s illness.

Rather than try to defend himself  now, Jules simply waited for the 
nurse to flounder and flush in embarrassment. Surely she was smart enough 
to have connected the dots by now.

She took a deep breath and smiled at him, before reciting off  of  her 
clipboard, “What is your relationship to Mr. Landis?”

Jules’s mouth twitched at the moniker Mr. Landis; it was hardly appro-
priate. Kieran was barely twenty-three and still formed mountains out of  
his mashed potatoes and slept until noon when the mood struck him, which 
was often enough. Regardless of  their age disparity, Jules couldn’t ever 
imagine Kieran as the sort to be called Mr. Landis.

“I am his friend and partner,” he told the nurse, watching her face 
carefully for the faint moue of  disgust that often flitted over the faces of  
those who asked. “We live together. I think that should give me the right to 
see him.” He could have also said former professor, unhealthy obsession, 
and de facto babysitter, but Jules was not one to divulge unnecessary details 
about his private life.

The nurse was already nodding her head before Jules finished speaking. 
He was pleased to see that her face never shifted from the placid profes-
sionalism she was meant to display; it was a small mercy. She turned her 
head from side to side, glancing down both ends of  the corridor. “Things 
are calming down around here,” she whispered conspiratorially. “They 
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should be like this for a bit, unless we get any emergencies.” She jerked her 
head and winked at him. “Follow me and don’t look conspicuous.”

Jules stared after her, momentarily stunned, as she tottered down the 
hall. It had never been that easy before. He stood, brushed the wrinkles 
out of  his sweater, and followed her as she rounded the corner toward 
the psych ward. It was almost three in the morning and he’d waited long 
enough to see the outcome of  his disastrous evening.

***

Jules had spent the evening at the Dean of  the Humanities’ monthly 
faculty wine and dine. He’d never quite understood the purpose of  gather-
ing a bunch of  misanthropic shut-in literary types in one room and forc-
ing them to interact with one another. The alcohol helped, if  only slightly, 
and he spent the evening in a stuffy parlor in an uncomfortable chair with 
a glass of  wine in hand, discussing possible course additions and making 
notes to lend books to people. By the end of  the night, he was more than 
ready to head home, where he would likely find Kieran conducting an ex-
periment at the kitchen table. Most nights when the young man was left to 
his own devices, he would raid the corner shop – or more often simply the 
fridge – and concoct all manner of  questionably edible fare. Jules would roll 
his eyes and complain about his hard earned money being wasted before 
watching Kieran taste his creation. If  it was edible, Jules would try it as well, 
and if  they were lucky enough to have come across a masterpiece (which 
came few and far between) then Kieran would deem it a success.

When Jules came home that night, though, the apartment was dark. He 
fumbled for the kitchen light and when he turned it on he jumped. Kieran 
was sitting at the table with a cigarette in hand. The window was open be-
hind him and a gust of  cool air lifted his hair. It resettled in disarray around 
his face, but he didn’t move a muscle.

Alarms were jangling in Jules’s mind and he tried his best to act casual 
and undisturbed. He walked over to the kitchen counter, set down his keys 
and began shedding his coat. All the while, Kieran’s eyes watched him, trac-
ing every move he made. Every twitch of  his muscles, every breath in and 
out of  his lungs was accounted for. As he laid his coat over his arm, Jules 
noticed an orange plastic prescription bottle next to the stove, unopened. 
He remembered the email from Dr. Lane about Kieran’s new dosage and 
the call from the pharmacist on the answering machine on Friday. Before 
Jules could register the new pills’ presence or even lift his eyes from the 
bottle, Kieran was out of  his chair and in front of  him.



“What are you doing here?” Kieran asked, voice rough. His breath 
reeked of  cigarette smoke as he leaned in toward Jules, watching his face 
closely.

“The party ended on time, for once, so I thought I’d come home and 
see what you were up to,” Jules said, damning the slight quaver in his voice. 
“What have you been up to?”

“Nothing.”
Jules stepped around Kieran and slowly moved to the hall closet to 

hang his coat. He made sure his cell phone was in his trouser pocket, easily 
accessible should Kieran’s mood turn for the worse. “Have you eaten?” he 
asked.

“Yes.”
Kieran stood at the counter with his back to Jules. He could hear the 

pill bottle rattling in Kieran’s hand and he decided to keep his distance, lean-
ing against the far wall next to the refrigerator.

“Why don’t we – ” Jules began to speak again, anything to break Kier-
an’s stifling silence, but as soon as the words left his mouth Kieran whipped 
around with a carving knife in his hand.

Jules held his breath, was proud of  the gasp that he had been able to 
swallow. Any sudden movement or sound on his part would only send Ki-
eran over the edge more quickly and more erratically.

“Where’s Jules?” Kieran asked. His eyes were narrowed in suspicion 
and he tightened his grip on the knife.

Jules remained silent and felt his heart sink at the words. They had gone 
four months without incident and he should have seen it coming. The new 
medication must have triggered it and surely, if  he thought back, Dr. Lane’s 
email had warned him to stay on alert. He had let his guard down, if  only 
for a few hours, but it was enough.

“Kieran, it’s me. It’s Jules.” His voice was steady and slow and hopefully 
calming. But Kieran wasn’t soothed or calmed. He stepped forward in two 
purposeful strides and, like a surgeon with a scalpel, held the knife beneath 
Jules’s chin.

Jules could practically feel the blood rushing through his veins, pulsing 
along his jugular, inches from the blade.

“Jules wouldn’t make me take these,” Kieran said, rattling the pill bottle 
in front of  Jules’s face. “These aren’t my pills. I know what mine look like, 
what they smell like, what they taste like, and these aren’t them.”

“Did you take one?” Jules whispered. He tried to reach for his phone in 
his pocket, but Kieran pressed the blade further against his skin, enough to 
draw a thin line of  blood.
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“No,” Kieran gritted, teeth bared. His eyes bored into Jules’s, as if  try-
ing to see who it was that stood in front of  him, who it was whose life he 
held in his hand. “I won’t take them.”

The sound of  the land line ringing broke through Kieran’s heavy 
breathing and the young man jumped back, startled by the noise. Jules took 
the chance and swiftly grabbed Kieran’s wrist, pulling it behind his back and 
up between his shoulder blades. He pulled the knife from his limp hand and 
muscled him against the counter. Kieran shrieked and bucked back against 
Jules’s chest, but Jules was larger than him and could hold his own against 
him.

Jules worked his cell phone out of  his pocket with his free hand and di-
aled, shouting at the operator over the sound of  the other phone’s piercing 
trill and Kieran’s wounded howls.

***

“You’ll have to be discreet,” said the nurse, as they walked down a hall-
way and through a set of  double doors that led to the psych ward. “I can 
only give you ten minutes, Mr…?”

“Whit,” Jules said. “My name is Jules Whit, and thank you.”
She turned to him and smiled, visibly perking up. “Well, Mr. Whit, I’ll 

be back to collect you shortly.”
Jules watched as she wandered back the way they had come. His hand 

latched onto the cold metal doorknob to Kieran’s room. It felt lifeless and 
hard beneath his fingers. When he turned it and stepped inside, he saw 
Kieran laid wan beneath the standard issue, scratchy blue hospital blanket. 
His arm was in a sling and his shoulder and face were mottled with bruises 
where Jules had pressed his struggling form against the countertop, and 
later the tile floor as he waited for the ambulance to arrive with a sedative.

The adrenaline of  the night had long faded and Jules sank, utterly 
exhausted, into the chair beside Kieran’s bed. The innocent, fragile form 
asleep before him bore little resemblance to the man in their apartment 
who had held a knife to Jules’s throat. He could still feel the ghostly chill 
of  the blade as Kieran had run the tip beneath the curve of  his jaw and 
dangerously close to his jugular. In the confines of  the small white hospital 
room, the sounds of  his cries echoed in Jules’s skull, rattling around be-
tween his ears, enough to make his molars ache.

The guilt that welled up in his chest was not unfamiliar, but it had 
remained buried enough for the months that Kieran had remained incident-
free. In that time, those one-hundred and twenty-odd days, it manifested 
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regularly in myriad forms; from drink to sleep to insomnia to sex, Jules’s 
was a walking incarnation of  the deadly sins, giving him little room to ease 
his conscience.

In the wake of  an incident, one look at his partner could send Jules into 
a fury. Their bedroom, which was disheveled enough with Kieran’s juvenile 
habits, would look as though an earthquake had sent its contents trembling 
to the ground to be churned and whipped across the floor. When his anger 
subsided, the broken look in Kieran’s eyes would seize Jules’s chest and his 
mind would war between lust and envy. Surely this young man, fit in body 
if  not mind, had his choice of  endless partners, all of  them his own age and 
capable of  keeping up with his madcap, idyllic notions of  the future. When 
his jealousy did not fully consume him, Jules would look at the fit body be-
fore him and take what was freely offered. He would take it again and again, 
in fear of  letting it slip through his fingers before he had another chance to 
do it better.

In the aftermath, Kieran was a grinning Cheshire cat, sated and sicken-
ingly sappy. He would kiss Jules at the corner of  his jaw, where he’d inevi-
tably missed shaving, and rise from the bed toward the kitchen. In a matter 
of  minutes the clanging of  metal on metal would ease into a comfortable 
quiet accompanied by the smell of  cooking food. During these times 
Jules would eat every bite of  Kieran’s concoctions, even when he couldn’t 
decipher the ingredients. It was an effort in stuffing himself  sick, where he 
could allow the pleased smile on Kieran’s face to ease his shame, to perhaps 
let the boy forget that even while Jules was old enough to be his father, he’d 
never quite managed to treat him as he deserved.

On nights when Kieran went out with his friends, walking the dark Bal-
timore streets until all hours, dancing, drinking, and simply acting his own 
age, Jules would take a cab to the harbor, to one of  his favorite restaurants 
on the water. It was always five-star, fancy-dress; a place Kieran wouldn’t be 
caught dead in, on principle. There, Jules would order the lobster and the 
best bottle of  wine they offered, basking in the wealth, in the sheer excess 
of  his spending and proud that he could afford to do so when the desire 
struck his fancy. When he finished he would go home, swallow a pair of  
sleeping pills, and fall comatose. If  Kieran came home while he slept, he 
would not hear a thing. Nothing would wake him for hours, usually long 
into the next day. Some afternoons he would wake to find Kieran laying 
down next to him, sometimes asleep but more often simply watching him, 
relieved that he woke at all.

But after tonight’s events, Jules’s guilt was only accompanied by an 
overwhelming sense of  sorrow and self-loathing. As he watched the steady 
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rise and fall of  Kieran’s chest beneath his hospital gown, Jules wondered if  
it would be better for the both of  them if  the boy woke up alone. He had 
considered calling Kieran’s mother countless times. She owned a farm up in 
Pennsylvania – some tiny little town whose name Jules could never remem-
ber – Galburg? Or was it Gallinsbury? He’d taken Kieran there once after a 
particularly nasty incident when he simply needed a break from everything. 
To Kieran’s anger, he had not stayed to meet his mother.

A month after Kieran’s trip home, Jules had received a few phone calls 
from the woman, asking if  there was anything she could do to help. Jules 
had given her Dr. Lane’s information and told her that she was probably 
the best source of  information on Kieran’s condition. She had stayed on 
the line, struggling to come up with the right words, but eventually she 
asked him, “And what about you, Mr. Whit? Don’t you need any help?” 
Jules hadn’t known what to say, hadn’t known what she wanted from him. 
So he’d simply said goodbye.

Mrs. Landis would surely come and collect him if  Jules called her now. 
She would take him home with her where he could be properly tended to, 
where he wasn’t dependent on a man old enough to be his father, but who 
had never wanted children, especially one as dependent as Kieran. Perhaps 
she could convince her son to stay there. If  Jules thought about it objec-
tively, their living arrangement – their entire relationship – was too great a 
risk. If  Jules thought about it objectively, he’d tell himself  that always would 
be too great a risk. Kieran could not be held accountable. Jules had only 
himself  to blame.

***

“Where’s Jules,” said a voice. Jules jerked involuntarily at the sound and 
the echoed words from earlier in the night. Kieran’s eyes were still closed 
but he groped blindly toward Jules’s hand.

“It’s me, K. I’m here,” Jules said softly.
Kieran slowly opened his eyes and peered at him through a drug-

addled fog as he tried to sit up. His gaze was that of  a frightened, lost child 
rather than the confused and violent man from earlier in the night. Jules 
took Kieran’s hand gently and helped prop him up against the lumpy hospi-
tal pillows.

“How are you feeling?” Jules looked at him closely. His face was so pale 
that his fair hair looked almost brown in comparison. The hollows under 
his eyes were grey and his eyes were ringed with red.

Kieran shook his head slowly, returning Jules’s gaze with an open-
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mouthed stare. He said, “Jules? It’s you?”
Jules reached for Kieran’s hand again, but he snatched it away, wide-

eyed, like a wounded animal. In a moment, though, the boy relented and 
held his hand out where Jules could take it. Kieran reversed their grip and 
held Jules’s hand close to his face to examine his fingers. He inspected each 
cuticle and each ragged end where Jules had bitten anxiously at his nails in 
the waiting room. He turned the hand over and traced a finger over the life 
line, the heart line, and one that Jules had heard was called the Girdle of  
Venus that ran beneath his middle and ring fingers.

Kieran nodded as if  confirming something he’d found in his close 
inspection. “You look real, and you feel real, and you smell real,” he whis-
pered, eyes still transfixed by Jules’s hand.

“It’s me.”
Kieran began to nod again, but shifted to a steady shake of  his head. 

He breathed heavily and squeezed his eyes closed tightly. Jules reached out 
to him again, but when he touched Kieran’s arm, the boy flailed violently, 
shaking him off.

“We shouldn’t have started the new medication tonight,” Jules asked 
eventually, after letting Kieran calm down slightly. Kieran began to shake his 
head again, so Jules soothed him, “Sorry, I . . . I shouldn’t have said any-
thing.”

Slow minutes passed and Jules vaguely wondered if  the nurse would 
really be back to kick him out. Kieran sat looking idly around, fiddling with 
the blanket and scratching at the IV taped to the back of  his hand. Eventu-
ally he looked up at Jules with tired eyes. Beneath the exhaustion, though, 
Jules could see a trace of  chronic panic; it seemed to race through his veins 
and settle in his shaky breaths and trembling hands.

“What is this?” Kieran asked, poking at the IV.
“It’s just a sedative,” Jules told him. “Are you feeling alright?”
“I want to go home, Jules,” Kieran mumbled, hiding his face in his 

shoulder as best he could, looking for all the world like a scared child. But it 
wasn’t for all the world; it was simply for Jules. “Can we just go home?”

Jules couldn’t speak. He wanted to sink down in his chair at the defeat 
in Kieran’s voice. Where was the hope? The incessant optimism that had 
attracted Jules to him in the first place? Jules sat up straight and looked 
Kieran in the eye.

“I was thinking, actually. Maybe we should go see your mother…”
“You hate my mother.”
“I’ve never met your mother.”
“She thinks you hate her,” Kieran said, eyes still tired, but Jules could 
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see a ghost of  a smile forming on his lips. “I know she’s called you.”
Jules wanted to smile back and say that, of  course they would go see 

Kieran’s mother, that he would love to meet the woman, that it would be 
the perfect chance for a vacation together. “Maybe you should stay with her 
again. You know she liked that.”

Kieran looked at him and Jules knew that he understood what he was 
trying to say. But the boy just shook his head again, stubborn. “I want to go 
home,” he repeated. “With you. Can’t we just do that?”

Jules let his gaze linger on the off-white hospital wall over Kieran’s 
shoulder. He was a selfish, weak old man, he thought. He couldn’t bear the 
thought of  sending Kieran away, back to the quiet isolation he had fled in 
favor of  the city. He couldn’t bear to return home to the desolate emptiness 
that their apartment would become if  it were no longer theirs, if  Kieran 
were no longer there.

“Yes,” Jules said in a voice that cracked. “We can go home.” And it was 
true. He would make it true – his truth – for as long as he could. Jules rest-
ed his elbows on the bed, where they cradled his head. The warmth from 
Kieran’s body spread across the blanket and Jules’s aching muscles began 
to relax. As he tilted his head to the side and peered up at Kieran’s relieved 
face, Jules could feel the stretch of  tender skin on his own neck where the 
knife had grazed it. It had crusted over, ugly and in need of  tending, but 
beneath it he could feel his steady pulse flowing through his veins.
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South Aurora, or Forgetting in Three Parts
Addie Davis

i.
you mutter towards the phone on the floor
that it feels like you’ve been hit by a brick.
he was lying, again. this time you had 
believed him.
but, sweetheart, no: you’ve been carrying bricks
on your shoulders for years and are only just now
putting them down. relief  can do that; it can hurt
with the quiet throb of  a bruise, it can blossom, exhale 
like a breath:
it’s over. the coming-up-for-air bends 
of  the healing heart.

ii.
the smoke from your cigarette curls
around the cast-iron of  the fire escape
and blends in with the wet-paint sky:
be careful. don’t touch.
you’re breathing him out like a toxin.

iii.
that night you let me read aloud poetry 
that stung in the places where men had left 
memories and little else: a literary antiseptic. sometimes 
words are the only thing left. some evenings
you cradle my name in your mouth like it needs
a little saving, a little warm water and soap, and
then when the light of  the candle on the
microwave we call a coffee table hits the lock of  hair
resting on your collarbone, you look so pretty
it aches somewhere between the head
and the heart. so i read more poetry, hoping to get 
the hummed yes of  your approval, and am able,
for a little while, to forget the frosted window,
the dripping faucet, the limping thud of  my hope.
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